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Introduction
As side-scan SONAR has become more sophisticated and easy to use, the potential for
its adaptation to new purposes has also increased. Now, thanks to the innovative
development of Marine Sonic Technology Ltd.'s variable-angle tow bracket, examination
is possible of static vertical surfaces and vessels with compound curves and differing
under-water configurations.
The variable-angle tow bracket is designed to be retrofitted on existing Sea Scan®
towfish. This manual provides installation guidance, maintenance instructions, and
some tips for data interpretation.

The Nature of this Manual
Welcome to the Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket
installation manual. This manual introduces occasional users, operators, and
technicians to the assembly, operation, maintenance, and care of the Marine
Sonic Technology, Ltd. Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket for use in search
missions. This bracket is designed to connect to a Marine Sonic Technology Ltd.
towfish. The towfish communicates with a computer that runs either a Sea Scan®
PC- or High-Definition SONAR (HDS)-compliant side-scan SONAR software
program.
This manual presents the basics of how to install, maintain, and adjust the Marine
Sonic Technology, Ltd. Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket on a towfish. The
scope is limited just to the Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket; for information
about SONAR software systems, topside processors, boat handling, image
interpretation, or other facets of side-scan SONAR operation or theory, please
refer to the following Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. manuals:
Sea Scan® PC Software Manual
Sea Scan® Survey Software Manual
Towed-System Operator’s Manual
Sea Scan® HDS Standard Topside Unit Operator’s Manual
Sea Scan® HDS Standard Towfish Operator's Manual
The above manuals are available for downloading at the Marine Sonic
Technology, Ltd. website at www.marinesonic.us. If using a third-party software
program with the Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket, please consult that company’
s instructions for how to operate and interpret the software.
Sea Scan® HDS is a sophisticated system featuring the user-friendly, PC-based
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SONAR Sea Scan® Survey software program for Windows™ operating systems.
It is available for purchase from Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd., as are standard
and custom packages and components for a full range of applications and
environments.
This manual is organized into the following sections:
n Introduction
n Specifications
n Overview
n Operation
n Revision History
n Index

Contact Information
The Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket hardware is
thoroughly checked before shipping. Any alteration of this product after
shipment automatically voids the warranty. In case of question regarding
these issues, contact Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. at the following address:
Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.
5508 George Washington Memorial Highway
or
P.O. Box 730, White Marsh, VA 23183-0730
For technical support:
Phone: (804) 693-9602
Toll Free: (800) 447-4804
Web: http://www.marinesonic.us
International callers, please use (804) 693-9602.
Customer Support at Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. also welcomes your
questions, comments, and corrections about this manual. In any
correspondence, we would appreciate the publication number, equipment
designations, document page or figure number, and your comments. Please
send your communication to the above address.
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Advisories
WARNING:

TURN OFF POWER BEFORE DISCONNECTING ANY
COMPONENT.
DISCONNECTING THE COMPONENT
WITHOUT TURNING OFF POWER MAY CAUSE A SUDDEN
PULSE OF CURRENT OR VOLTAGE THAT CAN DAMAGE
THE INTERNAL COMPONENTS.

CAUTION:

Electro-static-sensitive devices can be
damaged by excessive levels of voltage
and/or current. To protect these devices,
bring the device and everything that comes
in contact with it to ground potential by
providing a conductive surface and
discharge paths.

THE SEA SCAN® TOWFISH IS BUILT FOR A MARINE ENVIRONMENT, BUT
SOME COMPONENTS ARE SENSITIVE TO MOISTURE AND CORROSION.
THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING PRECAUTIONS MUST BE FOLLOWED:
NEVER attach the connectors when the power is on.
Ensure that the connectors are CLEAN AND DRY before they are mated to one
another.

Procedure for Notification of Updates
Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. engineers continually review and improve upon the
company’s hardware, firmware, and software procedures and capabilities.
Revisions and updates may be frequent and can significantly streamline
operation. Contact Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. Customer Service to inquire
about updates, patches, and notices or visit the Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.
website at www.marinesonic.us.
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Sea Scan® Variable-Angle Tow Bracket
Specifications
Sea Scan® Variable-Angle Bracket Characteristics
The Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket features the following:
§

rugged hardware suited for varied marine environments

§

modular components

§

easy installation and removal using basic tools

§

no degradation of towfish performance when the bracket is attached

Sea Scan® Variable-Angle Tow Bracket Specifications
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Sea Scan® Variable-Angle Bracket Components

Aft bracket connector

Forward bracket connector

Tow rail connected to the brackets
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Sea Scan® PC Angle Bracket Kit
The Sea Scan® PC angle bracket kit comes with the following components:

Number

Item

4 ea.

Angle Bracket

1 ea.

Angle Bracket Tow Rail

5 ea.

1/4-20 Lock Nut

5 ea.

1/4-20 x 1-1/4-inch Socket Head Cap Screw

1 ea.

3/16-inch Hex Wrench

1 ea.

7/16-inch Nut Driver

2 ea.

Angle Reference Sticker
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Sea Scan® PC-Version-2 Angle Bracket Kit
The Sea Scan® PC-version 2 angle bracket kit comes with the following components:

Number

Item

4 ea.

Angle Bracket

5 ea.

1/4-20 Lock Nut

5 ea.

1/4-20 x 1-1/4-inch Socket Head Cap Screw

1 ea.

3/16-inch Hex Wrench

1 ea.

7/16-inch Nut Driver

2 ea.

Angle Reference Sticker
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HDS Sea Scan® Angle Bracket Kit
The Sea Scan® HDS angle bracket kit comes with the following components:

Number

Item

4 ea.

Angle Bracket

5 ea.

1/4-20 Lock Nut

5 ea.

1/4-20 x 1-1/4-inch Socket Head Cap Screw

1 ea.

3/16-inch Hex Wrench

1 ea.

3/8-inch Nut Driver

2 ea.

Angle Reference Sticker

4 ea.

#10-24 Lock Nut

1 ea.

7/16-inch Nut Driver
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Peripheral Tools and Supplies
The following list of tools and supplies are important to have on hand to maintain and
support the towfish and variable-angle bracket during an operation.
· Spanner wrench
· Water-displacement agent/lubricant such as WD40™
· Vise Grip™ pliers
· Shackles
· Brass screws
· Shear pin
· Duct tape
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Overview
Planning
Plan carefully and in advance before beginning to install the Marine Sonic
Technology, Ltd. variable-angle tow bracket. Below are some suggestions:
· Seek a land-based, secure space for the installation process.
· Ensure that the location is clean, uncluttered, and allows for ease of movement.
· Review the hardware list to make sure all parts are included.
· Use only the recommended tools for attaching the hardware.
· Use caution when handling the Sea Scan® HDS towfish internal components.
· Keep all components dry during installation.
· Avoid making modifications to the variable-angle bracket unit or towfish before
first conferring with Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.

Tip

Observe industry-established practices and procedures for care of
electronic equipment before handling a Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.
Sea Scan® Towfish. Those practices include reviewing the procedures in
the towfish manual; carefully choosing equipment locations aboard the
vessel; checking for adequate space around connectors, cabling, and the
towfish; and ensuring that the target location is free of fluids such as
water, salt spray, or lubricants.

Warning

THE SEA SCAN® TOWFISH IS DESIGNED TO BE CORROSION
RESISTANT; HOWEVER, REGULAR CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO
PROTECT THE TOWFISH AND ITS RELATED COMPONENTS
FROM MOISTURE, WHICH CAN LEAD TO CORROSION.
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Unpacking
The Sea Scan® variable-angle tow bracket and its accessories come packed in a
secure shipping box.
1. Remove the bracket and accessories from their shipping box.
2. Check the packing slip to ensure all components are included.
3. Check for obvious damage.
4. Review this manual for guidance as to installation and maintenance.
5. Retain the packing box for hardware storage when not in use and for returning
the towfish to Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. for repair or replacement.

Tip

The variable-angle tow bracket can be left on the Sea Scan® towfish for
all operations, as it does not adversely affect handling or mobility.

Cleaning and Inspection Procedures
Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. has designed the Sea Scan® variable-angle bracket
for ease of use. The components are waterproof. An occasional cleaning is
recommended with a water-displacement agent/lubricant (e.g., WD40™) to keep
bolts from rusting and to remove debris or algae. More regular cleaning and
inspection is warranted if the unit is used in salt or brackish waters.

Parts List
The part numbers for the angle bracket kits are as follows:
SSPC Version 1: SP-70000-01
SSPC Version 2: SP-70000-02
HDS: SP-7H000-01
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Installation
The Sea Scan® variable-angle tow bracket was designed for ease of installation. The
following sections address the step-by-step attachment of the bracket on either a
Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. standard or an HDS towfish.

Sea Scan® PC Standard Towfish

Tip
1.

The new Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. (MSTL) towfish have predrilled
holes in the railings where you can attach the variable-angle tow bracket.
Earlier models will require the predrilled rail that MSTL provides in the
angle bracket kit. If unsure, please contact Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.
with the towfish serial number, and MSTL personnel can advise as to the
best approach for installation.

Place the towfish on a flat surface.
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2.

Loosen the two ring fin screws and rotate the towfish on its side, leaving the
ring fin in place.

3.

Remove the three #10- x 4-inch screws from the towfish lead keel.

4.

Remove the tow rail and store it in the towfish case.
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5.

Loosen the outer two 1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and the 1/4-inch locknuts that
attach the angle bracket to the angle bracket tow rail and remove the inner two
1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and 1/4-inch locknuts.

Tip

To make installation easier, make sure that the bolt heads are facing
AWAY from you.
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6.

Place the angle bracket/tow rail assembly on the towfish and install the two
1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and the 1/4-inch locknuts. Start the nuts on the bolts by
hand; do not fully tighten.

7.

Tighten the two 1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and the 1/4-inch locknuts on the tow rail
using the 7/16-inch nut driver and the 3/16-inch hex key.
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8.

Align the tow rail with the tow rail slot and tighten the bottom angle bracket
bolts.

9.

Install the angle reference stickers on the towfish behind the front bracket by
aligning the center line of the sticker with the center marks on the bracket.
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10.

Align the ring fin screws with the holes in the towfish and tighten.

Tip

Adjust the angle of the bracket by loosening the bottom bolts, turning to
the desired angle, and tightening the bolts.
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Sea Scan® PC-Version-2 Towfish

Tip
1.

The new Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. (MSTL) towfish have predrilled
holes in the railings where you can attach the variable-angle tow bracket.
Earlier models will require the predrilled rail that MSTL provides in the
angle bracket kit. If unsure, please contact Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.
with the towfish serial number, and MSTL personnel can advise as to the
best approach for installation.

Place the towfish on a flat surface.
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2:

Loosen the two ring fin screws and rotate the towfish on its side, leaving the
ring fin in place.

3:

Remove the three #10- x 4-inch screws from the towfish lead keel.

4:

Remove the tow rail.

5:

Install the four angle brackets on the tow rail using the two 1/4” x 1-1/4” bolts
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and 1/4” locknuts. Start the nuts on the bolts by hand; do not fully tighten.

Tip

6:

To make installation easier, make sure that the bolt heads are facing
AWAY from you.

Place the angle bracket/tow rail assembly on the towfish and install the two
1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and 1/4-inch locknuts. Start the nuts on the bolts by
hand; do not fully tighten.
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7:

Tighten the two 1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and 1/4-inch locknuts on the tow rail
using the 7/16-inch nut driver and the 3/16-inch hex key.

8:

Align the tow rail with the tow rail slot and tighten the bottom angle bracket
bolts.

9:

Install the angle reference stickers on the towfish behind the front bracket by
aligning the center line of the sticker with the center marks on the bracket.
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10:

Align the ring fin screws with the holes in the towfish and tighten.

Tip

Adjust the angle of the bracket by loosening the bottom bolts, turning to
the desired angle, and tightening the bolts.
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Sea Scan® HDS Towfish
1.

Place the towfish on a flat surface.

2.

Loosen the two ring fin screws and rotate the towfish on its side, leaving the
ring fin in place.
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3.

Remove the three #10- x 2-inch screws from the towfish lead keel.

4.

Remove both pieces of the lead keel to access the keel rail and tow rail
screws. (Note the hole alignment of the lead to the lead rail.)
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5.

Remove the three #10 x 2-1/2” tow rail screws from the lead rail.

6.

Remove the tow rail.
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7.

Reinstall the three #10- x 2-1/2-inch tow rail screws using the three #10
locknuts and the 3/8-inch nut driver in the place of the tow rail.

8.

Reinstall the lead using the three #10- x 2-inch screws.

9.

Install the four angle brackets on the tow rail using the two 1/4- x 1-1/4-inch
bolts and the 1/4-inch locknuts. Start the nuts on the bolts by hand; do not
fully tighten.

Tip

To make installation easier, make sure that the bolt heads are facing
AWAY from you.
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10.

Place the angle bracket/tow rail assembly on the towfish and install the two
1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and 1/4-inch locknuts. Start the nuts on the bolts by
hand; do not fully tighten.

11.

Tighten the two 1/4- x 1-1/4-inch bolts and the 1/4-inch locknuts on the tow rail
using the 7/16-inch nut driver and the 3/16-inch hex key.
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12.

Align the tow rail with the tow rail slot and tighten the bottom angle bracket
bolts.
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13.

Install the angle reference stickers on the towfish behind the front bracket by
aligning the center line of the sticker with the center marks on the bracket.

14.

Align the ring fin screws with the holes in the towfish and tighten.

Tip

Adjust the angle of the bracket by loosening the bottom bolts, turning to
the desired angle, and tightening the bolts.
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Procedures for Operation
The basic principles of side-scan SONAR (a coined word derived from the phrase,
SOund Navigation And Ranging) are the same. The transducer assembly is mounted
along either side of a towfish that is towed along a steady course and at a constant
depth through the water. The transducer emits sound pulses at precise and regulated
intervals. The ship-side software-based system receives the returning echoes shortly
afterward. The stronger the returning signal, the brighter the mark that appears on the
SONAR window or waterfall. The accumulating lines then form a coherent picture of the
sea floor.
The difference now is that the variable-angle tow bracket was designed to function as a
type of friction clamp that allows the user to rotate the towfish in order to change the
angle of the SONAR beam. Alteration of the beam angle permits greater flexibility and
the ability to examine static structures, such as a vertical surface (pilings, walls, etc.) or
concave surfaces (ship hulls, barges, drilling platforms, artificial reefs, etc.).
This new ability to "aim" the SONAR beam at vertical structures requires a different
approach when operating the towfish. It also will require some advance planning and
practice. For example, for a vertical-surface operation, an operator does not tow the
towfish just above the seafloor bottom and from the stern of the boat . Nor does the
operator consider layback and water column.

Tip

A wise approach is to use the side-scan SONAR in the "down-looking"
mode initially to get a map of the seafloor and surrounding area. This
gives a frame of reference if investigating later changes or suspicious
objects.

Instead, the following procedures are recommended:
· Tow from the bow to avoid prop wash (midships is an alternative, but the bow is
preferred).
· Allow only enough cable for the towfish to run at about 1- to 2 feet (30- to 61 cm)
below the surface of the water.
· The towfish distance should be at approximately 10% standoff from the vertical
surface.
· Set the range in the software for the water depth.
· Start with an angle of approximately 40° to 45° , based on the angle guide at the
side of the towfish.
· Pay close attention to the "grazing angle," the percentage of deviation from
straight on at which the SONAR beam strikes the vertical or concave surface you
are investigating.
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· For Sea Scan® PC, turn off the transducer opposite the surface you are
investigating to permit full pixel coverage.

Tip

There is no need to remove the variable-angle tow bracket after
specialized use. This hardware will not alter towfish performance or
handling.

Key Issues for Vertical Surfaces
The following key issues will aid your process in scanning a vertical surface successfully:
· You want the transducers to look down, so start at about 40° to 45° , based on
the angle guide at the side of the towfish.
· The towfish depth should be about 1 foot (30 cm) down in the water.
· Ensure that the towfish is not affected by prop wash; tow from the bow if possible,
from midships if that is not possible.
· Steer a straight path directly parallel to the vertical surface. Do not weave.
· Maintain a boat speed that permits safe boat handling.

Tip

If using Sea Scan® PC, use manual gain settings for correct imaging.
If using Sea Scan® HDS, set the gains manually or use the system's
default settings.
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Key Issues for Concave Surfaces
The following key issues will aid your process in scanning a concave surface
successfully:
· You want the transducers to look up, so start with a setting of about 20° .
· The towfish depth should be about keel depth of the vessel you are scanning or
slightly deeper.
· Steer a straight path directly parallel to the vertical surface. Do not weave the
towfish in an attempt to follow the curvature of the vessel.
· Set the range to double the vessel's width.
· Scan each side of the vessel separately. Thus, steer down one side, then the
other. An option is to use the other pass with the opposing transducer to scan
the side wall of the vessel.
· The convex surfaces of a vessel are challenging. For optimal viewing of those
surfaces, adjust the towfish up or down and vary the towfish depth and grazing
angle.
· Any vessel you are scanning must be stationary. (It cannot be moving.)
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Tip

If scanning a vessel, check the depth markings on the vessel hull, then set
the transducers either to the keel depth or slightly deeper.

Warning

ANYTHING SUSPICIOUS SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED BY A
DIVER OR ROV EQUIPPED WITH A CAMERA.
USE THE
MEASUREMENT TOOLS IN THE SEA SCAN SOFTWARE TO
SUPPLY THE EXACT LOCATION.
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After-Operation Procedures
1. After completing the data-gathering run, stop the boat and slowly bring in the
towfish.
2. Carefully lift the towfish back into the vessel.
3. Turn power off to the towfish.
4. Rinse off the variable angle bracket, towfish, and cable if they have been used
in salt water.
5. Stow the Sea Scan® Towfish and accessories in its packing case and store in
a safe environment.
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Data Interpretation
Vertical surfaces are easier to interpret than concave ones. Thus, practice and close
attention are required for success. Also, a before/after set of SONAR images of the
seafloor can be invaluable.
Here are a few key points that can help the process.
·

·
·

Avoid seeing a bright line or solid spot in the data. The brightness is indicative of
an incorrect transducer angle. That is, rather than hitting the surface at a grazing
angle, the SONAR is hitting the surface directly.
If using Sea Scan® PC, lower manual gain just to the point where the peaks in Amode begin to appear.
Contact Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.with questions or problems in data
collection or interpretation.
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Revision History
Version

Comments

1.1.0

Updated the contact information.
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Initial release

Issue Date
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November 2010
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